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Housing Hiatus?
John Canally, CFA

We continue to expect housing may add to
GDP growth in 2014 and for the next several
years as the market normalizes following the
severe housing bust of 2005 – 2010.

The most recent figures on gross domestic product (GDP) — the broadest
measure of economic activity — revealed that residential investment (a.k.a.
housing) grew at an 8.8% annualized pace between the first and second
quarters of 2014. As a result, housing contributed 0.3 percentage points to the
overall 4.6% gain in GDP in Q2. It was the first time since Q3 2013 that housing
added to GDP growth; but it marked the 12th quarter of the last 15, dating back
to late 2010, that housing has made a positive contribution to GDP. Prior to
that, between late 2005 and late 2010, housing had been a drag on the overall
economy in 17 of the 20 quarters (or five years), as the economy endured the
housing-induced Great Recession and its aftermath [Figure 1].

Housing affordability and supply, and the
supply and demand for home mortgages, will
likely determine the pace at which housing
increases GDP growth in the years ahead.

1	After a Weather-Related Hiatus, We Expect Housing May Continue to Add to GDP
Growth in the Coming Years
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The inventory of new and existing homes for
sale as a percentage of total households has
never been lower.
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Source: LPL Financial Research, Bureau of Economic Analysis, Haver Analytics 09/28/14
Shaded areas indicate recession.

Until housing’s solid performance in Q2 2014, there was concern among
market participants about the sharp rise in interest rates in 2013 limiting
housing activity. This concern, along with the notion that pent-up demand in
housing had run its course, and that many buyers were being squeezed out of
the market by cash sales, led to broader concerns that the housing recovery
had stalled. We continue to expect (per our long-held view) housing may add
to GDP growth in 2014 and for the next several years as the market normalizes
following the severe housing bust of 2005 – 2010.
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Location, Location, Location
As the old saying goes, the real estate
market is all about “location, location,
location.” When we discuss the housing
market, we do so from a national
perspective; what is happening to the
housing market on your street or in your
neighborhood, town, city, or state may be
completely different (better or worse) than
what is happening nationwide.

2	Housing Affordability Has Moved Down Sharply
Since Taper Tantrum, But Remains Well Above
Long-Term Average
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§§ Housing affordability. Housing affordability, the ability of a household
with the median income to afford the payments on a median-priced house
at prevailing mortgage rates, hit an all-time high in early 2013, before the big
run-up in mortgage rates that began in mid-May 2013 as a result of what
is now known as the “taper tantrum.” Since then, a combination of rising
home prices, sluggish income growth, and higher mortgage rates have
driven affordability some 30% lower. (Although interest rates are lower this
year, they have not returned to 2013 lows that preceded the taper tantrum.)
Despite the drop, affordability is well above its long-term average [Figure
2] and also well above the levels during the mid-2000s housing boom.
The three components of affordability — incomes, home prices, and
rates — are all likely to continue to move higher, likely driving affordability
back toward its long-term average, but not much below.
single-family homes for sale at the end of August 2014 was well below
the peak of nearly 600,000 units for sale in 2006, but above recent lows
(150,000 units). Similarly, the number of existing single-family homes for
sale (2.05 million in August 2014) is also off its peak, but still 500,000
units above recent lows. Combined, the level of new and existing homes
for sale remains well below average [Figure 3], relative to the number of
households in the economy — and the low level of inventory is likely to
be a big factor in driving housing construction in the coming years.
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Several factors will likely determine the pace at which housing adds to GDP
growth in the coming years. Among them are:

§§ Housing supply. At just over 200,000 units for sale, the number of new
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3	Inventory of Unsold New and Existing Homes Is Near Record Lows
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Source: LPL Financial Research, National Association of Realtors,
Haver Analytics 09/28/14
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§§ Supply of home mortgages. From the mid-1990s through late 2006,
bank lending standards (required down payments, credit scores, work
history, etc.) for residential mortgages were relatively easy. Coupled with
low rates and rapid innovation in financial products backing residential
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4	Banks’ Lending Standards for Mortgages Are
Easiest Since Mid-2006

mortgages, this easy credit helped to fuel the housing boom. The
banking industry began tightening lending standards in early 2007
and continued to tighten standards for more than two years. Lending
standards eased in 2009 and 2010, but remained more restrictive than
they were in the peak boom years from 2004 to 2006. The latest survey
(August 2014) revealed that bank lending standards for home mortgages
are the easiest since mid-2006 [Figure 4]. The improvement in this
indicator in recent quarters is a good sign and should help to offset the
recent rise in the rates banks are charging for mortgages.
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§§ Demand for home mortgages. On the demand side of the equation,
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Source: LPL Financial Research, Federal Reserve Board, Haver
Analytics 09/28/14
Shaded areas indicate recession.
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Demand for Mortgages Is Near a 15-Year High
Sr. Loan Survey: Residential Mortgages
Net Share, Banks with More Demand (Haver Estimate)
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consumer demand for mortgages remained muted during the first
two-and-a-half years (early 2009 through late 2011) of the housing
recovery, as consumers remained uncertain about prospects for home
price appreciation and their own financial and employment status. The
taper tantrum in the spring and summer quarters of 2013 saw consumer
demand for home mortgages dip to the levels seen in 2007 and 2008.
Since then, an improved labor market, Federal Reserve (Fed) actions to
help lower mortgage rates, and rising home prices have driven consumer
demand for mortgages to levels last seen on a sustained basis in the
early 2000s [Figure 5]. The Fed compiles these data in the Senior Loan
Officer Opinion Survey on Bank Lending Practices, which is released
quarterly. Still, historically low mortgage rates — thanks to a sluggish
economy and an aggressive Fed — are making home ownership an
attractive alternative to renting. The housing recovery is dependent upon
low interest rates, but not necessarily the lowest interest rates. History
shows us that if job and income growth can rise along with mortgage
rates, the growth in housing can continue.
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We continue to expect that housing may add to economic growth in the years
ahead. Although interest rates are likely to move higher in the coming years,
the trends that have helped the housing market out of the housing bust will
likely remain in place. Still, like other segments of the economy that have
struggled to recover from the Great Recession, the housing recovery remains
choppy and uneven. n
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Source: LPL Financial Research, Federal Reserve Board, Haver
Analytics 09/28/14
Shaded areas indicate recession.

IMPORTANT DISCLOSURES
The opinions voiced in this material are for general information only and are not intended to provide specific
advice or recommendations for any individual. All performance reference is historical and is no guarantee of
future results. All indexes are unmanaged and cannot be invested into directly.
The economic forecasts set forth in the presentation may not develop as predicted.
This research material has been prepared by LPL Financial.
To the extent you are receiving investment advice from a separately registered independent investment advisor, please note that LPL Financial is
not an affiliate of and makes no representation with respect to such entity.
Not FDIC/NCUA Insured | Not Bank/Credit Union Guaranteed | May Lose Value | Not Guaranteed by Any Government Agency | Not a Bank/Credit Union Deposit
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